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1. INTRODUCTION
w xIn 8 the notion of h-stability was introduced for difference equations in
order to obtain results about stability which were at least, weaker than
.those given by exponential stability and uniform Lipschitz stability under
some perturbations.
The variation of parameter formulae for the nonlinear summary differ-
w x w xence equations, obtained by Agarwal 1, 2 and Bainov and Simeonov 3 ,
allows the study of nonlinear perturbations of systems with certain stability
properties.
Consider the nonlinear difference system
x n q 1 s f n , x n , 1 .  .  . .
along with its associated variational system
z n q 1 s f n , x n , n , x z n ; 2 .  .  .  . .x 0 0
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and the perturbed system
y n q 1 s f n , y n q g n , y n , 3 .  .  .  . .  .
where
m m  4f , g , N = R ª R , N s n , n q 1, . . . , n q k , . . .0 0 0 0 0
 .n a non-negative integer; for n s 0, N s N the set of positive integers ,0 0 0
and let f s ­ fr­ x exist and be continuous and invertible on N = R m,x 0
 .  .  .  .f n, 0 s 0, and x n s x n, n , x is the solution of Eq. 1 with0 0
 .x n , n , x s x .0 0 0 0
Our purpose is to give sufficient conditions in order to ensure the
 .  .perturbed Eq. 3 inherits the stability from the original Eq. 1 .
 .  .We shall study the perturbed Eq. 3 assuming that the original Eq. 1 is
 .h-stable, and the perturbation g s g n, y satisfies
p
< <g n , y F l n v y , p g N 4 .  .  . . i i
is1
w .  .with l : N ª 0, ` 1 F i F p properly summable functions andi 0
w . w .  .v : 0, ` ª 0, ` 1 F i F p suitable non-decreasing and positive func-i
 .tions on 0, ` . We shall prove that under certain conditions the zero
 .  .solution of Eq. 3 is also h-stable. In particular, if Eq. 1 is uniformly
 w x.  .Lipschitz stable see 4 then so is Eq. 3 .
An important class of admissible functions v is any polynomial systemi
v u s ug i , g G 1 1 F i F p 5 .  .  .i i
 . g i . y1 .  .  .for which, if l n h n h n q 1 g l N then Eq. 3 is also h-stable.i 1 0
Thus, the results on this paper extend many of the classical stabilities that
w xhave appeared in the literature, see 1]8, 11 .
2. PRELIMINARIES
In order to establish our main results we shall use the following:
w x m mLEMMA 1 6, Lemma 4.6.2 . Assume that f : N = R ª R and f0
m  .possess partial derivatives on N = R . Let the solution x n s0
 .  .x n, n , x of system 1 exist for n G n and let0 0 0
­ f n , x n , n , x . .0 0
H n , n , x s . .0 0 ­ x
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Then
­ x n , n , x .0 0
F n , n , x s .0 0 ­ x0
exists and is the solution of
F n q 1, n , x s H n , n , x F n , n , x , .  .  .0 0 0 0 0 0
F n , n , x s I. .0 0 0
 .  .  .  .If x n and y n are the solutions of Eqs. 1 and 3 , respectively, and
 .  .x n s y n , then the following analogue of Alekseev's formula holds,0 0
w xBainov and Simeonov 3 ,
ny1
1
y n , n , x s x n , n , x q F n , l q 1, f l , y l , n , x .  .  . . H0 0 0 0 0 0
0lsn0 6 , .
q t ? g l , y l , n , x dt = g l , y l , n , x.  . .  . .0 0 0 0
  ..  .where F n, n , x n, n , x is the fundamental matrix of Eq. 2 . A0 0 0
 . w xgeneralization of 6 can be found in Agarwal 2 .
w x  .  .DEFINITION 1 8 . The zero solution of Eq. 1 , or more briefly Eq. 1 ,
is said to be h-stable if a positive and bounded function h: N ª R and a0
constant c G 1 exists, such that
y1< <x n , n , x F c x h n h n , 7 .  .  .  .0 0 0 0
< <  y1 .  . .for n G n and x is small enough. Here h n \ 1rh n .0 0
w x  .  .DEFINITION 2 8 . The zero solution of Eq. 1 , or more briefly Eq. 1 ,
is said to be h-stable in ¨ariation if there is a positive and bounded function
h: N ª R and a constant c G 1 such that0
y1F n , n , x F ch n h n , .  .  .0 0 0
< <for n G n and x is small enough.0 0
 .  .In effect, Eq. 1 is h-stable in variation if the variational system 2 is
h-stable; thus Definition 2 implies Definition 1. Moreover, Definitions 1
and 2 include several classical concepts of stability such as exponential
w x w xstability 2, 5, 11 and Lipschitz stability 4 .
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We shall also use the following theorem which gives an explicit point-
 .wise estimate, independent of u, for a function u s u n which satisfies
the inequality
p ny1
u n F c q l k v u k , p g N, 8 .  .  .  . .  i i
is1 ksn0
where
 . w x w .H the functions v : d, ` ª o, ` , 1 F i F p, are continuous and1 i
 .  .non-decreasing, v u ) 0 for u ) d and v rv 1 F i F p y 1 arei iq1 i
 .non-decreasing on d, ` .
 . w . w .H u: N ª d, ` and l : N ª 0, ` are functions, c is a constant2 i
such that c ) d.
We define the functions
 .  . u  ..  . y1i W u s H dsrv s , u ) 0, u ) 0 1 F i F p and W isi u i i ii
their inverse function.
 .  .ii w u s u and0
w u s f (f ( ??? (f , 1 F i F p , 9 .  .i i iy1 1
 . y1w  . xwhere f u s W W u q a , a G 0 is a constant. Thus, we can estab-i i i i i
lish the following theorem:
w x  .  .THEOREM 1 9 . Let d g R and assume H and H hold. Let m g N1 2
such that
m ` ds
a m \ l k F 1 F i F p , .  .  . Hi i v s . .w c iiy1ks1
 .  .  .where the functions w 0 F i F p y 1 are gi¨ en in 9 with a s a m .i i i
 .If the sequence u satisfies the inequality 8 , then
ny1
y1u n F W W w c q l k , .  .  . . p p py1 p
ks1
for any n F m.
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3. MAIN RESULTS
THEOREM 2. Assume that
 .  .I Equation 1 is h-stable, and
1 y1F n , l q 1, f l , y l q t ? g l , y l dt F ch n h l q 1 , .  .  .  . .  . .H
0
for n G l q 1 G n , 10 .0
  ..  .where F n, n , x n, n , x is the fundamental matrix of Eq. 2 .0 0 0
 .  . mII The perturbation g s g n, y is defined on N = R such that0
p
< <g n , y F l n v y , p g N, 11 .  .  . . i i
is1
where
 .  .  .II.1 the functions v 1 F i F p satisfy conditions H , andi 1
ds1
s `. 12 .H
v s .0 i
Moreo¨er, for any i, 1 F i F p, there is a function r such thati
v b u F r b v u , b ) 0, u G 0. 13 .  .  .  .i i i
 . w .II.2 l : N ª 0, ` such thati
l n r h n hy1 n q 1 g l N , 1 F i F p. .  .  .  . .i i 1 0
< <  .Then, when y is small enough and n G 0, the solution y n s0 0
 .  . <  . <  < <.  .y n, n , y for the perturbed Eq. 3 ¨erifies y n, n , y F o y h n ,0 0 0 0 0
 < <. < <  .n G n , where o y ª 0 as y ª 0. Moreo¨er, Eq. 3 is ordinary stable,0 0 0
 .  .and if h n ª 0 as n ª ` then Eq. 3 is asymptotically stable.
 .Proof. First, note that 12 implies that
w 0q s 0, 1 F i F p , 14 .  .i
 .where w is given by 9 .i
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 .  .  .By the discrete Alekseev formula 6 , y n s y n, n , y satisfies0 0
ny1
1
y n s x n , n , y q F n , l q 1, f l , y l q t .  .  . . H0 0
0lsn0
?g l , y l dt ? g l , y l . .  . .  ..
 .  .Then I and 10 imply
y1< <y n F c y h n h n .  .  .0 0
p ny1
y1q ch n h l q 1 l l v y l , .  .  .  . .  i i
is1 lsn0
 .and by 13 it follows that
y1 y1< <h n y n F c y h n .  .  .0 0
p ny1
y1 y1q cl l h l q 1 r h l v h l y l . .  .  .  .  . .  .  i i i
is1 lsn0
 . y1 . <  . <Now, we apply Theorem 1 to n n s h n y n thus establishing that
< <when y is small enough,0
y n F h n .  .
= y1 < < y1W W w c y h n . . .p p py1 0 0
ny1
y1q ch l q 1 l l r h l , 15 .  .  .  . . p p
lsn0
for n G n .0
  . 4  .Thus, if M s sup h n rn g N , for i s p y 1, by 15 , we can select0
< <sufficiently small y such that0
ny1
y1 y1 y1< <h n W W w c y h n q ch l q 1 l l r h l .  .  .  .  . . . . p p py1 0 0 p p
lsn0
< < y1F Mw c y h n , 16 .  . .p 0 0
for all n G n .0
< <Therefore, for any n G n and sufficinetly small y0 0
y1< <y n , n , y F h n w c y h n . 17 .  .  .  . .0 0 p 0 0
 .Finally, the two conclusions about stability follow immediately from 15
 .and 16 for i s p.
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Note that Theorem 2 extends several classical results on stability.
 .  . 2 .  .The scalar difference equations x n q 1 s l n x n and x n q 1 s
 . 1r3 .l n x n show that Theorem 2 is not valid for arbitrary initial condi-
 .tions, and that the stability cannot be ensured if condition 12 fails.
 .Although in general the perturbed system 3 is not h-stable, it is when
 .5 holds.
 .THEOREM 3. Assume that the condition I holds, and the perturbation
 .g s g n, y satisfies
p
g i< <g n , y F l n y , p g N, .  . i
is1
 . w .where g G 1 1 F i F p are constants, the sequences l : N ª 0, ` arei i
 . g i . y1 .  .positi¨ e and l n h n h n q 1 g l N .i 1 0
 .Then, the perturbed Eq. 3 is also h-stable.
 . gq1  . y1w  . xProof. Let v u s u and f s s W W s q a ; s G 0, a ) 0.
We shall prove that if s is small enough, then there exists a positive
constant M G 1 such that
f s F Ms. 18 .  .
In fact, if g s 0 then we have, for all s ) 0,
y1 af s s W W s q a s e s. .  .
 . yg y1 .  .y1rgIf g ) 0, then W u s yu rg , u ) 0; W n s ygn , n - 0.
So, we obtain
y1f s s W W s q a .  .
y1rgygys
s yg ? y g ? a
g
y1rggw xs s 1 y g ? s ? a
F Ms,
for sufficiently small s, where M G 1 is a constant.
 . < <Iterative applications of 18 imply that when y is small enough there0
is a constant K G 1 such that
< < y1 < < y1w c y h n F Kc y h n . .  . .p 0 0 0 0
 .Then, the h-stability of the Eq. 3 follows from the last inequality and
 .17 .
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It is important to note that Theorems 2 and 3 are also valid for
 .  . <  . < < <h n s 1, and in this case condition 7 becomes x n, n , x F c x ,0 0 0
w xwhich represents the uniform Lipschitz stability 4 .
In the linear case, that is, for
f n , x s A n x , .  .
 .  .  .where A n is an m = m matix on N , Eqs. 1 and 2 coincide and the0
 .  .fundamental matrix F n, n , x of Eq. 2 is indepenent of x . Thus we0 0 0
obtain
LEMMA 2. The linear system
x n q 1 s A n x n , x n s x , 19 .  .  .  .  .0 0
 .  .where A n is an m = m matrix is h-stable, if and only if , conditions A
hold:
 .A There is a constant c G 1 and a positi¨ e and bounded function h
defined on N such that for e¨ery x g R m,0 0
y1F n , n , x F ch n h n 20 .  .  .  .0 0 0
 .for n G n , where F is the fundamental matrix of Eq. 19 .0
 .  .Since in the linear case, the fundamental matrix F n, n , x of Eq. 190 0
 .is independent of x , the condition 10 in Theorems 2 and 3 takes the0
 .form 20 .
 .  .THEOREM 4. Assume that Eq. 19 is h-stable and conditions II hold.
Then, the conclusions of Theorem 2 remains ¨alid for the perturbed
equation
y n q 1 s A n y n q g n , y n . 21 .  .  .  .  . .
 .  .If g n, y s B n y, we obtain:
 .COROLLARY. Assume that Eq. 19 is h-stable.
Then, the conclusions of Theorem 4 remain ¨alid for the equation
y n q 1 s A n q B n y n , B g l N , .  .  .  .  . . 1 0
 .where B n is an m = m matrix.
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